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“Now in its 16th edition, the Public Library Core 

Collection: Nonfiction continues to aid librarians tasked 

with purchasing and collection maintenance. The book also 

serves as a readers' advisory aid, as a place to verify 

bibliographic data, and as an instructional aid in courses 

covering literature and book selection in public libraries. 

Inside users will find approximately 12,000 reference and 

nonfiction titles; a star at the beginning of an entry 

indicates that a book is most highly recommended (1,700 

titles in this edition are so marked). A slate of experienced 

librarians from both academic and public libraries selected 

the titles for inclusion (the advisory board is listed in the 

book's acknowledgments). This core collection includes 

new and old titles, all of which were in print at the time of 

publication. Older titles have been retained if they remain 

the best resource in a given area. There have been 

significant revisions in the areas of STEM, graphic novels, 

and weeding. The introduction explains the organization of 

the book into two parts, the Classified Collection and the 

Author, Title, and Subject Index. Part one is organized 

by Dewey Decimal Classification and includes 

bibliographical information along with book 

annotations. The section begins with an Outline of 

Classification that also serves as a table of contents for the 

first part of the book. The extensive index (which includes 

see and see also references) also facilitates searching. 

Recommended.” 

—ARBA Staff Reviewer, 2017 
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“This volume in the Core Collection Series (formerly known as the Standard Catalog Series) offers 
an up‐to‐date listing of recommended adult nonfiction and reference titles. It contains older 
titles which may be updated (provided they are considered the standard of their topic) as well as 
new titles which may either explore more recent areas of interest of reflect new understanding of 
a given topic. This substantial volume includes over 12,000 titles naming books published in the 
United States or abroad (with a US distribution). Organized into two parts, this volume initially 
lists the Classified Collection (Part One), with titles arranged according to the Dewey Decimal 
System, then follows up with an Author, Title and Subject Index (Part Two) which serves as a key 
to the first part. Information detailed in the Classified Collection mainly includes a full 
bibliographical description (number of pages, etc.), recommended subject headings, Dewey 
Decimal classification numbers, a brief summation of the book’s contents, pricing information, 
and more. Part Two is arranged alphabetically and indexes all titles in the Classified Collection. 
The boldface classification number guides readers to the location of the title’s main entry in Part 
One. This index is particularly helpful if a title may be classified in more than one area.  
Including directions for understanding the book’s organization as well as the best ways to use it 
(e.g., as an aid to purchasing etc.), this large and vital reference is a must for both public and 
academic libraries.”  

‐ARBA  
 
“The book is a list of recommendations of essential nonfiction titles every public library should 
carry. The entries of more than 12,000 titles deal exclusively with adult material. The text is 
organized into two large parts, the first arranged according to the Dewey Decimal System, the 
second according to author, title, and subject. A short abstract is included with each entry as well 
as purchase price, publication date, ISBN, etc.” 

- Book News, Inc. 


